
Keeping a Stronghold on Your 
Small Aircraft Engines
Champion GSE is a leading designer and manufacturer of engine stands, containers and affiliated ground 

support equipment for the general aviation and commercial aerospace industries. Our innovative Stronghold 

products are used by original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), fixed-base operators (FBOs), aircraft engine 

repair shops and pilots to safely and securely service, transport and maintain small aircraft engines.

Services
• Custom product design and engineering

• Engine stand refurbishing

• Container refurbishing

• Live engine load and product testing

• Consulting

• Product life cycle support

Products
• Stronghold engine stands

 – Split stands

 – Rollover stands

 – Shop dollies

• Containers

• Spare parts

• Affiliated ground support equipment

 – Test stands

 – Jacking stands

 – Fan stands
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Rotatable Engine
A durable gearbox allows technicians to easily 
rotate the engine for improved access. 

• 180-degree engine rotation

• Removable handle

• 600-pound maximum capacity

• 60" X 24.5" work envelope

Heavy-Duty Wheels
Large casters allow the engine to be transported 
to multiple service bays in the shop.

• Durable, hard-resin wheel construction

• Locking casters

Spare Parts Tray
Attached spare parts tray keeps necessary parts 
and tools at hand.

• Protective plastic rim

• Located within arm’s reach of engine

Multiple Engine Mounting Adapters
An array of engine adapters facilitates mounting of 
multiple small engines.

• Bolts to secure engine on stand

• Replicates OEM adapters

Drip Pan
A drip pan with raised sides and plastic rim keeps 
absorbent pads in place and oil from spilling over.

Small Engine Stand
Small aircraft engine maintenance and repair shops play an integral role in preserving air safety in the 

general aviation industry. The four- and six-cylinder engines they look after are life-limited and require 

overhauls to comply with FAA standards. Unfortunately, many of these shops have antiquated engine stands 

that don’t facilitate efficient maintenance procedures or the safe handling of these small engines that can 

weigh up to 600 pounds. 

With its new small engine stand, Champion GSE sets the standard in safety and efficiency for small aircraft 

engine repair shops. Our vertically integrated manufacturing capabilities enable us to deliver what most 

engine stand manufacturers cannot — a modern engine stand built to address the specific needs of small 

aircraft engine repair technicians.

We received the first of our two engine stands and 
couldn’t be more pleased. All of the things we 
deemed essential to the functionality of the stand 
were designed perfectly into the unit. Specifically, 
the gearbox capable of rotating a 600-pound 
engine, heavy-duty casters, as we move the engines 
around quite a bit, and the parts rack is a great 
addition. And the drip pan is better than anticipated!

Chip McClellan, Vice President, COO
Pinnacle Aircraft Engines, LLC
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